Texture for Living

Stocked Profiles

Stocked Profiles
Fieldstone
With a wide range of bold angular
shapes and rugged surface texture,
Fieldstone creates a unique visual
dialog. Inspired by rustic European
building techniques, Fieldstone
consists of intentionally irregular
shapes and sizes. The profile ranges
from 2⅞”–16¾” in height and 4¼”–
21½” in length.

FIELDSTONE | Bucktown

FIELDSTONE | Colorado

FIELDSTONE | Pennsylvania

FIELDSTONE | Valley Forge

FIELDSTONE | Warm Springs

HERITAGE | Chardonnay

HERITAGE | Pennsylvania

Heritage
Each stone was originally handchiseled by masons to create
rugged rectangular ashlar shapes.
The profile installs into randomly
coursed
patterns
making
an
impressive visual statement.
Heritage stones range from 1⅞”–
10½” in height and 3⅞”–17” in length.

HERITAGE | Bucktown
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Stocked Profiles
Laurel Cavern
Ledge
Handpicked from the rocky ravines
and cliffs of North Carolina, this
unique profile has rugged yet well
defined features. Stones range from
1”–4¼” in height and 5”–18” in
length.

LAUREL CANYON LEDGE |
Asher

LAUREL CANYON LEDGE |
Chardonnay

LAUREL CANYON LEDGE |
Pennsylvania

LAUREL CANYON LEDGE |
Tennessee

Ledgestone
The linear lines of this versatile
profile create an appealing contrast
of rugged texture and contemporary
design. Ledgestone ranges from
approximately 1”–6” in height and
3¾”–19” in length. Installed in a
dry-stack application the stones
stack tightly together horizontally
as the varying stone depths create
intriguing shadow play

LEDGESTONE | Bucktown

LEDGESTONE | Chardonnay

LEDGESTONE | Kingsford Gray

LEDGESTONE | Pennsylvania

LEDGESTONE | Tennessee
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Architectural Accents
The Final Details...
It's in the details that make an ordinary project an extraordinary one, and StoneCraft Accents are no
exception to this philosophy. Each accent has been created by hand to meticulously emphasize unique
color hues and detailed sculptural characteristics...the essence of true masonry craftsmanship.
Other accents are available by special order. Please see a York Building Products representative for
more information.

Shutter Block
(shown in cream)

Accent Colors

Cream

Grey
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